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Abstract - This paper presents implementation and analysis of the VPN software router which is based on Quagga and strongSwan open-source software tools. We validated the functionalities of strongSwan and Quagga in realistic environment which include scenarios with link failures. Also, we measured and analyzed the performance of encryption and hash algorithms supported by strongSwan software, in order to advise an optimal VPN configuration that provides the best performance.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The performance of commodity PC hardware is constantly improving. New affordable hardware components such as faster CPUs with a larger number of cores and higher speed network cards are being released each year. These constant improvements of commodity hardware provide new opportunities for utilization of software routers. Flexibility of development, implementation and configuration are the main advantages of software defined networks (SDN) [1] and software routers [2].

The most CPU consuming networking features are related to security, in particular to encryption and hash algorithms. In this paper, we examine data plane capabilities of software router with VPN features that is based on the Linux kernel network stack. The data plane that implements IP packet routing and VPN functionality in the Linux kernel space can be used as a foundation for creating SDN with VPN features.

Using Quagga [3] and strongSwan [4] software tools, we have created the software router with VPN features and analyzed its performance in real conditions. Quagga is a popular open-source control plane that utilizes Linux network stack as a router data plane. VPNs can be implemented using various security protocols such as IPsec, TLS/SSL and SSH that operate at different layers of the TCP/IP stack [5].

SSH protocol protects data at the application layer and it can be used in port-forwarding mode to create secure tunnels for data exchange between applications. TLS/SSL provides security at the transport layer. IPsec protocol provides protection at the network layer and enables creation of secure tunnels for the exchange of all IP packet traffic between distant private networks or users [6]. IPsec protects not only data exchanged between the users, but also their identities.

Software-based IPsec can use Linux kernel IPsec features or it can be implemented in the user space. We have shown earlier that IPsec implemented in the user space has a poorer performance than the IPsec implemented in Linux kernel [7].

StrongSwan implements IPsec protocol in Linux kernel. Using IKE daemon strongSwan configures ESP and AH protocols implemented in Linux kernel. We integrated strongSwan with Quagga and analyzed VPNs robustness to changes of network topology. StrongSwan is a flexible software VPN solution that supports a large number of encryption and hash algorithms. We have analyzed the performance of encryption and hash algorithms provided by strongSwan, in order to provide insight into capabilities of strongSwan and determine optimal VPN configurations.

In the rest of this paper, Section II describes briefly Quagga software and its architecture. Section III presents the basics of the IPsec protocol. The strongSwan software with the list of supported security algorithms is described in Section IV. In Section V, we analyze the functionalities of Quagga and strongSwan in real networking environment. Section VI presents evaluation of encryption and hash algorithms in strongSwan. Finally, Section VII discusses results and our plans for future work.

II. QUAGGA

Time critical applications can be highly optimized in kernel. However, user space provides more stable and flexible environment for applications than kernel. Quagga architecture utilizes flexible user space environment for implementing control plane. Also, Quagga uses Linux kernel network stack as time critical data plane. Quagga
supports various routing protocols such as RIP, OSPF, BGP and IS-IS. Using independent process (daemon) called Zebra, Quagga connects the control plane to the data plane, and integrates software router on commodity hardware in this way. Fig. 1 illustrates the Quagga architecture [3].

Each routing protocol of control plane works as a daemon. The main daemon Zebra controls all these daemons, and updates the routing table in kernel when the network topology changes based on the information obtained from the daemons.

![Quagga architecture](image)

**Fig. 1. Quagga architecture [3].**

### III. IPsec Protocol

IPsec protocol provides data protection at the network layer which means that it will protect all IP packets between distant private networks or users. IPsec protocol is composed of three protocols with different security roles and features:

- Internet Key Exchange (IKE) - handles creation of IPsec tunnels and authentication of distant peers in VPN. IKE protocol also provides periodical symmetrical key exchange;
- Authentication Header (AH) - provides IP packet integrity protection;
- Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP) - provides IP packet confidentiality and integrity protection.

![IP packet encapsulation with ESP protocol in tunnel mode](image)

**Fig. 2. IP packet encapsulation with ESP protocol in tunnel mode.**

**IPsec Protocol**

IPsec protocol supports many different and experimental encryption and hash algorithms with different levels of security. Level of security is measured as a number of compute operations necessary to decrypt protected data with brute force.

### IV. StrongSwan

StrongSwan is open-source software that implements IPsec based VPN solutions using Linux, FreeBSD, OS X or Android operating system. Encryption and hash algorithms require intensive computing and, for this reason, ESP and AH protocols are implemented in kernel. On the other side, IKE protocol is implemented in user space, and it utilizes ESP and AH protocol kernel support. IKE protocol is implemented as an independent daemon named Charon which communicates with different peers in network using IKE protocol messages. After connection establishment, authentication and agreement on IPsec tunnel encryption and hash algorithms, daemon Charon configures ESP and AH protocols in kernel space. Packet processing path is always in kernel space. StrongSwan supports the following list of encryption and hash algorithms:

- Encryption algorithms: 3DES (rfc1851), AES (rfc3962), CAST-128 (rfc2144), Blowfish [8], Camellia (rfc3713);
- Hash algorithms: MD5 (rfc1321), SHA-1 (rfc3174), SHA-2 (rfc6668), AES XCBC (rfc3566), AES CMAC (rfc4493);
- Encryption algorithms with integrated hash algorithms: ADES CCM (rfc5084), AES GCM (rfc5084) AES GMAC (rfc4543), ChaCha20Poly1305 (rfc7539).

### V. Evaluation of VPN Configurations

Common IPsec VPN network configuration is based on VPN gateways which separate a safe private network domain from an unsafe public network. The main function of VPN IPsec gateway is to connect remote private networks and/or users by creating secure IPsec tunnels. Fig. 3(a) illustrates the basic method of connecting VPN gateway with a public network. Figs. 3(b) and 3(c) show cases with redundant links which improve VPN resilience to link failures. Redundant links can be installed between VPN gateway and public network access router, Fig. 3(b), and between VPN gateway and another Internet Service Provider (ISP) as shown in Fig. 3(c). The configurations with redundant VPN links are not fully supported by strongSwan and other similar software VPN solutions. Usually, special scripts and custom changes in programing code are needed in order to configure strongSwan to support VPN with redundant links. Also, these solutions are often not flexible enough to successfully resolve a high number of changes in network topology.

By combining strongSwan VPN gateway and Quagga software router, we manage to configure VPNs which can adapt to the network topology changes when the link failures happen. We will demonstrate behavior of the implemented software router with VPNs in the case of failures. The testing environment shown in Fig. 4
comprises five software routers connected with 1 Gbit/s links. All software routers in Fig. 4 are using the OSPF routing protocol in Quagga. StrongSwan was installed on the routers R1 and R4. IPsec tunnel has been configured between two private networks: net_1 and net_2 using ESP protocol in tunnel mode. The path of the created IPsec tunnel is marked with green color in Fig. 4 and includes routers R1, R2, R3 and R4. Fig. 4 also shows the path of ESP packets through the router R1 data plane.

![Fig. 3. a) Common VPN configuration; b) and c) VPN configuration with redundant links.](image)

The numerated arrows in data plane of the router R1 represent the processing sequence for ESP packets received from router R4 and network net_2. This sequence has the following order:
- Router R1 is receiving ESP packets through the eth3 port and the IP lookup is performed using IP address of the outer IP header shown in Fig. 2;
- It is determined that ESP packets have the IP address of the R1 eth3 port;
- ESP packets are passed to strongSwan for decapsulation. Using ESP protocol in kernel space, strongSwan decapsulates IP packets sent from net_2;
- New IP lookup is performed using IP address of the original IP packet sent from network net_2;
- It is determined that IP packet has the IP address of network net_1. Then, IP packet is passed to the eth1 port of R1 for further delivery through network net_1.

Using OSPF protocol messages, routers communicate with each other in order to learn network topology and determine the shortest path to each node in network. Then, routers update their routing tables. If the network topology changes, for example a new link is added or a link fails, each router in network is notified and the routing table is updated based on the shortest path Dijkstra algorithm. In the test shown in Fig. 5, link between routers R1 and R2 is disabled. Using OSPF protocol, all routers have updated their information on network topology, calculated the shortest path to each node in network and, finally, updated their routing tables.

Before disabling the link, router R1 was using the eth3 port to communicate with router R2. Also, strongSwan configuration files for routers R1 and R4, use the IP address of the eth3 port as the IPsec tunnel endpoint. When IKE daemon Charon initiates establishment of an IPsec tunnel, IP addresses of the IPsec tunnel endpoints are necessary for exchanging IKE protocol messages. After disabling the link between routers R1 and R2, the OSPF protocol on router R1 is still broadcasting IP address of the eth3 port to the rest of the network. Other routers (R2, R3, R4 and R5) can still communicate to the R1 eth3 port using a new path through the R1 eth2 port.

![Fig. 4. IPsec tunnel path through kernel and public network.](image)

Unhindered communication between R1 eth3 port and the rest of the network allows automatic creation of the new IPsec tunnel between routers R1 and R4 along a different path shown in Fig. 5. In this case, ESP packets are exchanged between routers R1, R5 and R4, and their path is marked in Fig. 5 with blue color. The processing sequence at router R1 for ESP packets received from router R4 is also shown in Fig. 5 and it has the following order:
- Router R1 is receiving ESP packets through the eth2 port and the IP lookup is performed using the IP address of the outer IP header;
- It is determined that ESP packets have the IP address
of the R1 eth3 port;
• ESP packets are passed to strongSwan for decapsulation;
• The rest of the packet processing path is the same as in the first case with the link between routers R1 and R2.

Unlike in the cases shown in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c), which cannot be implemented using strongSwan, VPN gateway on router R1 can automatically switch IPsec tunnel to different paths thanks to the Quagga control plane.

VI. PERFORMANCE OF THE IPSEC SECURITY ALGORITHMS

Flexibility of software implementations enables fast and relatively easy development of new security algorithms. However, encryption algorithms are CPU intensive operations and it is necessary to analyze all strongSwan supported options to determine which algorithms provide the fastest packet processing. In order to find the best combination of strongSwan encryption and integrity protection algorithms, we conducted a large number of tests using testing environment shown in Fig. 6.

![Fig. 6. Testing environment.](image)

The testing environment comprises machines M1, M2 and M3 which were connected with 1 Gbit/s or 10 Gbit/s links. The performance evaluation of encryption and integrity algorithms was conducted using two different hardware configurations for machines M1, M2, and M3.

Both hardware configurations are shown in table 1 and they are labeled as a hardware configuration \( A \) and hardware configuration \( B \). Hardware configuration \( A \) represents a low-cost commodity PC with a modest performance which uses 1 Gbit/s NICs. Hardware configuration \( B \) represents a high-end commodity PC which can use 10 Gbit/s NICs and it is intended for more advanced CPU intensive tasks. Hardware configurations A and B exemplify typical commodity PC machines that can be used for software based VPN implementations.

In testing environment shown in Fig. 6, the secure connection is established between machines M1 and M2 using ESP protocol in tunnel mode. Machine M3 simulates private networks and acts as a packet generator and sink for all decrypted and forwarded packets. Also, machine M3 is using a data generator based on data plane development kit (DPDK) [9] in order to provide maximal packet throughputs on links. DPDK packet generator guarantees a maximum packet load for machines M1 and M2. In testing environment shown in Fig. 6, packets are processed as follows: (i) IP packet is generated on machine M3 and sent to machine M1; (ii) one of the various VPN configurations is used to encrypt and encapsulate IP packet into ESP packet; (iii) ESP packet is sent to machine M2; (iv) machine M2 decrypts and decapsulates IP packet from ESP packet and sent it to machine M3; (v) machine M3 measures packet throughput of incoming IP packets. Simultaneously, the same packet processing is executed in the opposite direction (M3-M2-M1-M3).

For hardware configuration \( A \) which is using 1 Gbit/s links, machine M3 was generating 1.488 million packets per second (Mpps) in one direction. This maximal packet throughput is only achieved if a packet generator generates shortest IP packets, 64 bytes long. If the packet length increases, the maximal packet throughput decreases. In the case of hardware configuration \( B \), which is using 10 Gbit/s links, DPDK packet generator is generating 14.88 Mpps in one direction. DPDK packet generator is sending packets in both directions, resulting in a total throughput of 2.976 Mpps for hardware configuration \( A \) and 29.76 Mpps for hardware configuration \( B \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1: HARDWARE CONFIGURATIONS FOR MACHINES M1, M2 AND M3.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hardware configuration ( A )</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hardware configuration ( B )</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For both hardware configurations A and B, the tests are divided into two groups. The first group of tests includes a combination of encryption algorithms (AES, Blowfish, Camellia, CAST-128 and 3DES) with different integrity algorithms (MD5, SHA1, SHA2, AES XCBC and AES CMAC). The second group of tests includes encryption algorithms that also provide integrity protection (AES CCM, AES GCM, AES GMAC and ChaCha20 Poly1305). For hardware configuration \( A \), we used standard strongSwan distribution with default configuration which do not include all mentioned security algorithms. However, for hardware configuration \( B \), we used the latest version of strongSwan with a custom configuration that enables all supported security algorithms. Various strongSwan distributions use relatively the same kernel modules for common encryption and integrity protection algorithms. Thus, in our tests, usage of different strongSwan versions didn’t noticeably impact performance results.

Fig. 7 shows the performance results for separate encryption and integrity algorithms in the case of hardware configuration \( A \). Different encryption algorithms (AES, Blowfish, Camellia, CAST-128 and 3DES) were combined with three hash algorithms (MD5, SHA1 and SHA2). Fig. 7 shows that the packet throughput depends on the encryption algorithm in a similar way for all hash
algorithms under the consideration. Integrity algorithm MD5 is less CPU intensive and provides a better performance than SHA1 and SHA2_512, but MD5 also provides a less secure integrity check. Encryption algorithm AES provided the fastest packet processing in comparison to the other encryption algorithms. This performance advantage is due to the fact that strongSwan, Linux kernel and hardware support the Intel AES-NI [10] technology.

Fig. 8 shows performance results for the integrated encryption and integrity algorithms in the case of hardware configuration A. The standard StrongSwan distribution supports AES CMM (CBC MAC Mode), AES GCM (Galois/Counter Mode), AES GMAC (Galois Message Authentication Code) and ChaCha20 Poly1305 algorithms.

Fig. 8 also shows packet throughput for different encryption algorithms key lengths in order to analyze their influence on performance. The CMM mode which is used with AES (AES CMM) is a combination of algorithms based on the CBC (Cipher Block Chaining) and MAC (Message Authentication Code) architectures. Encryption key length did not notably affect performance. Security algorithm AES GCM provided the highest packet throughput in comparison to other tested security algorithms. The total packet throughput of forwarded and decrypted IP traffic on machine M3 was 0.321 Mpps which was 10.8% of generated IP traffic.

Fig. 9 shows the performance results for separate encryption and integrity algorithms in the case of hardware configuration B. As mentioned, in this case, the latest...
strongSwan distribution was used with the configuration that enables all supported encryption and integrity protection algorithms. The tests include all possible combinations of encryption algorithms, integrity algorithms and keys lengths. The results are similar as in the case of hardware configuration A. In this set of tests, the fastest encryption algorithm is again AES. Different key lengths of encryption algorithms did not have noticeable influence on performance. Also, in this set of tests, for configuration aes256-md5, the hardware configuration B provided 3.04 times higher packet maximal throughput compared to hardware configuration A, due to the more advanced CPU. Fig. 10 shows results for the second set of tests in the cases hardware configuration B. The fastest overall configuration for both sets of tests was aes128-gcm16 which achieved a throughput of 1.04 Mpps that was 3.4 % of the total generated IP traffic.

Finally, we tested all supported combinations of encryption and integrity protection algorithms with different IP packets lengths. As mentioned, IP packet length affects the maximal packet throughput – as IP packet length increases, the maximal packet throughput decreases.

This test allows us to examine and analyze how packet length influences the performance. The behavior of all combinations of encryption algorithms and integrity algorithms is similar, and therefore for clarity, we used just one integrity algorithm (AES XCBC) and singled out results for the fastest configurations of each encryption algorithm. Also, we included results for the fast encryption algorithms with integrated integrity protection (AES GCM and ChaCha20 Poly1305). Fig. 11 shows the packet throughput of different security configurations for various IP packet lengths. Usually, when software router forwards packets, the increase of packet length allows CPU more time to process each packet, because only the packet header is examined. In the case of encryption and integrity protection algorithms, CPU not only processes packet headers but also packet data. Thus, when packet length increases, CPU must process more data lowering further packet throughput. It is worth noting that as IP packet length reaches the maximum packet length of 1500 bytes, the packet throughput between machines M1 and M2 doubles. This is due to the packet encapsulation. As an IP packet is already at the maximal packet length, additional ESP header and trailer forces packet fragmentation. In this case, each ESP packet is divided into two packets which results in doubling packet throughputs. As Fig. 11 shows, almost all strongSwan configurations follow the similar decline curves of the packet throughput as the packet length increases, but ChaCha20 Poly1305 is an exception. The ChaCha20 is based on ARX (Addition-Rotation-XOR) instructions, which are CPU friendly instructions.

Due to the different encryption protection scheme, ChaCha20 Poly1305 performance declines more slowly with the packet length increase compared to the other configurations. Thus, ChaCha20 Poly1305 performance exceeds almost all configurations except of the encryption algorithms that include integrity protection (AES GCM, AES CCM and AES GMAC).

### VII. Conclusion

In this paper, we have analyzed functionalities and performance of software router with VPN features which utilized the Linux kernel. Integration of Quagga and strongSwan software platforms converts commodity hardware into the software VPN router. This configuration provides IPsec tunnels with higher resiliency to link failures. We compared performance of all encryption and hash algorithms supported by strongSwan and concluded that AES GCM provide the best performance.
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